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REQUIREMENTS WHERE PERSONNEL COULD BE UNDER THE EQUIPMENT 
 
 
It is our corporate policy to avoid applications where a lift(s) is supporting the load and 
personnel can go under the lift or the load.  Southworth industrial lifts are intended for 
commercial applications on firm and level surfaces, they may be either stationary or mobile and 
they are used to position, feed, transfer, load or unload materials. These lifts can also carry 
personnel, but the personnel must be on the platform, not under it. 
 
Southworth industrial scissors lifts are designed and built to ANSI standard MH.29.1 - Safety 
Requirements for Industrial Scissors Lifts (see Tech Sheet CS-03).  That standard has specific 
language regarding the operator’s position relative to the platform. 
 

6.7 Operator Warnings and Instructions. The operator shall ensure the operation  
of the industrial scissors lift is in compliance with the following: 

 
(5) Point of Operation. The operator shall not place any part of their body  
     under the platform. 

 
We interpret this requirement to include whatever material or object is on the lift platform.  This 
would also include large objects supported on one or more lifts, such as a truck, chassis or 
other large frame.  Where personnel are required to go under the edge of the raised lift platform 
or whatever is positioned on the platform(s) jack stands, cribbing blocks or other means of 
mechanical support must be set in place to support the entire weight of the lift(s) plus the 
positioned or elevated load.  
 
Note, the maintenance devises supplied with the lifts are not designed to bear this weight. They 
are only to be used to support an empty lift for the purposes of routine maintenance, service or 
repair.  
 
Additionally, it is Southworth’s policy not to supply free standing jack stands or other types of 
supports or cribbing devices as these are subject to the various specific circumstances of  
position, location and operator use.  Also these stand alone devices are difficult to interlock with 
the lift controls.  We can provide automatic, interlocked vertical supports which are integral to 
the lift. These special vertical supports will engage when the lift reaches its full up position and 
they are designed to support the full capacity rating of the lift(s). Contact the Sales Dept. for 
additional details and a quotation.  
 
 


